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Preample

It's all easy! WE are meant to understand and solve for example cancer, we are meant to 
have way better engine solutions without polution, and we are certainly meant to have 
better society solutions, we are not that far away from everything and i got some keys here
for you, WORLD.

U-Keys

 Third Dimension - Fundamental Physics, incl.:

  Paradox-Perfection-Theory (aka Black Hole)

  Matter-Relativity-Theory (IMPORTANT)

 Time, Sound- & Light-Theory (seperated)

Fadesciousness and Dream-state (reality)

I-Keys

Information-Mistake-Prevention (IMP)

Metabolisation-Chain-Reaction-Theory (CT-/C-MC) - MED.

Ending Evolution Blocker = Psychology (That doesnt nessesarily mean "ending
psychology", but ending the BLOCK to evolution, by teaching reality.

Absolutely ending pathologisation!

BEGINNING OF INDIVIDUAL INTEGRATION!

Seperation of important & Unimportant KEYS:

Intelligence would never jump over a simple everlasting task and continue with other tasks 
for personal gain - While paradoxly: solving the jumped task would be the highest 
achhievable personal gain. Another word for that jumped task:
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"YOU"!

Now about me...     

I was made by a heroin-addict.

22 years later I was sleeping on the streets - 

as the jumped task i was supposed to be for life.

I am probably the first ever theoretical scientist arose in nothing but: poverty, degradation,
discrimination and pathologisation - That took my life.

I am...

Soul

People who like to know more about me or like to read in general: 

are free to read my book "Evolution - Imperfect", available for free at
www.theisolationartist.com/eggy-movement. Reading it, there can be discovered

information to "Fadesciousness" and "Evolution Blocker". That book is information-art as
well, a huge creative hidden enzyclopedia to wisdom. You will learn about anything

important, anything i ever learned helpful in life, it provides almost any answers a human
being can seek and beyond.
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Safety-Instructions

I can be humoricious. 

If you find words with a little "r" upfront, then you find a little "r" upfront.

The informations of each paper of the Fundamental-Reality-series can interconnect:

If a theory isnt published yet but refered to, then pressure me! 

If any paper becomes stressfull, then just leave it, no big deal.

prevent brain-overactivation: 

Which it could never do for me, since i was born this way (as you will learn of my first
school certificate i quote in this series).

Thinking can be a sport and I always was and will be an extreme sportsman - But... 

with a lot of heart! 

My dream of societys 
The few human beings privleged by nature to understand, they only have to 
define/redefine a save society-base - made for the people - once, only once, and societys 
can only naturally build good on it. If the base definition is good (for example transitioning 
from Entirely-Negative-Psychological-Labeling to Temporary-Positive-Label-Solutions - 
part of Fundamental Reality (3), or individualizing Blood-examining as described in Paper 
(5), as well as in Society-Redefinition-Principle of Paper(7)), then system will be good for 
everybody. 

System was nothing but a nightmare for me, it shell be prevented for other innocent lifes.

I love intelligence, it was the only help i ever had, and i always found a way. But now, here,
I do that for a higher purpose, for you. I would rather be the small integrated supersweet-
artist enjoying living in that world described above. But that will never exist without people 
like me, so i sacrafice myself, if that is required, and take the risk of coming in too hot - But
i cant help it: i am very attractive man! 

"...humouriscious"!

Jokes aside, i take the risk, so that people in the future can just enjoy this dream:

being a being on a flying ball in rinfinity.

Now fasten your seatbelts!

Even though this is a "U-Key-Paper", it is still very exiting to share this now for the first 
time ever! This is rock bottom societys great moment, the rise of the weak and outcasted, 
of the lost, the ignored and forgotten! The Moment in history of devided humanity that is 
restoring reality.
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Table of Content

What a bummer the Table of content after that "speech" right? But it's gonna be 
mindblowing!

SEE PDF LINKED

One last sad thing 

There are no 3D-Glasses for the third dimension.

Ok Let's go!
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1. Building up understanding for the Paradox-
Perfection-Theory (PP = former called "Black Hole")

As I said in the very beginning: "It's all easy!"

But it's going to be a a difficult way of presenting "easy" to you. All knowledge is 
interconnected and I will build up a lot of theoretical understanding, before I will 
even get to the physics of the Paradox-Perfection.

1.0 How is logic defined?

Logic defines logic as the final solutions any information-adapter (brain) naturally aims to
reach. It's not me defining, it's logic defining itself. Like a stair to a shiny door: on the 
second step you get a science-price and by that stop moving? Who wouldnt walk just one 
step further upstairs? Only a blind person never even seeing a mild shine. But an actual 
blind person would see that light! It's logical that noone can ignore light of 100%-ensured-
higher stages of everything a brain can seek. Noone could or would want to resist that 
light, like a little child naturally needs its parents and will not just chose to walk away from 
them - without any trigger - to be alone for life because another child found a sticky candy-
bar! A child might be interested in the candy-bar, but no matter what, in the end it will cry 
non stop for the parents, feel absolutely lost and alone and endangered if it cant be 
reunited. A brain not moving into the save shiney door would forever think of that every 
day, and actually... just walk inside of course. 

If you have, or will ever witness a person who walked in that light, you would/will know... 

1.1 "Before" "The Big-Bada-Boom"

Did any big banging theorizor ever start before the start of everything? They maybe start 
geniusly stuff like "first there was nothing..." NOBELPRICE WORTHY! "First there was 
nothing" - And that's it: one sentence about "before", which intends to inform someone 
"there was nothing", while ironically contradictingly still submitting by that information that 
will be understood in 100% of all submitted-tos (subconsciousnesses) as "ALOT" - Nobody
knew Information-Mistake-Prevention! (As i said: papers are interconnected. 

Where would we be if we would pretend to be "there", before the big-bada-boom? 

For this kind of fantasy-pretending we need to ignore logic for a moment, because there is 
"nothing" we could be in, no Third-Dimension-Information. We would need a Third-
Dimension-Bubble which even couldnt be there, because "there" is "nothing". But "there" is
not "nothing" because "nothing" is something!

It's important to understand Information-processing in general for that: If we as human 
want to describe "nothing", it will still always be something, because our brain connects 
nothing with A LOT - For example with: "no light", "no matter", "a lot space, or emptyness", 
and even the word "nothing" is a label that has got a lot information in every letter and a 
strong meaning as a word. 

To make it short, I would want to say about what was (and still ris) "before" the start of our 
Third-Dimension: "It is primitive to even try to explain something which is beyond any 
information our Third-Dimension provides". But even this explaination would be too much! 
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Silence, no thoughts about "beyond third-dimension", giving even up the intention of 
explaining + letting time pass + moving on and forgetting about: that would come close to 
what I am trying to say. By losing any relation in the brain we would create something 
close to "Nothing" < while there you already lost logic by "we would create", because it 
would have been a plan, that will forever last in the brain, with alot of connections! 

But right now you are not thinking about many billion possible things - tell me about one of 
them. Now a search would start - for what?! But the very second before, it was the 
absolute closest to "nothing". STILL it would be "something" compared to what I am really 
trying to say. Maybe you see now that's impossible to understand what was before. 

But i still do!

Because there is an incredible mind-trick to get beyond our Information-limits: 
It's a trick, a paradox, because it stays rimpossible but here we go: 

1.2 Unerstanding the not-understanding        
This might seem easy, but without what i've just explained above: all the building-up-
connections to that understanding will be missing, the logic, the birth. It's easy to absorb 
the information of me trying to explain the mind-trick, but it will never be born in your brain. 
And that birth-metaphor is beautiful: logic is truly like a mother, while information aborbed 
without mother, they will feel like any person without mother... screwed! While my 
Informations are gently shaken save and sound for ever by mother nature, reality - save.

Without ones own understanding-breakthrough, birth, information cant ever be a save-
information unless there is TRUST - And I write about "the science of trust" in 
"Informationing & IMP" - Fundamental Reality(2).

I split the papers because it was first called "Fundamental Everything" and way too huge 
for people just interested in "Black Hole": they would have had to read a lot before reading 
the fundamental-building-up to the Paradox-Perfection, and would have burned 
concentration, maybe developed certain-emotions because...  my papers lead to 
understand how information (language) is being used so far, which includes to seeing the 
abuse... I dont intend that, but it's real and the world reflects that abuse anywhere you can 
possibly look.

But we get a second chance right here!

Missing the "Science of Trust" of paper (2) - besides that you can read any required part 
once they are all published - is maybe not that bad: this way you dont read about trust as 
something to learn to understand... get it?

All you need to know about trust, as "adoptive-mother for information", is: in case 
of the absense of trust people need prove! 

"Prove" can never be an adotive-mother for information, only individual own personal trust 
can, a feeling arose out of oneself, not collectivly implanted as "proven" - by people 
making everything they do true and right by the power of integration: never doubts, never 
human, just "perfect" - at least on paper, which is how system dooms everyone to go 
along, by teaching and forcing to use language that doesnt have a mother yet! If language 
will be savely defined with IMP, then mother will take care.         

... Jesus that metaphor! Like 1.0, mother nature, finally!
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1.3 Summery of building up to the fundamental reality

2. Thinking about 1. was not possible because there was and is nothing but the red-
market-hint about it now, but before you just started reading 2., just skipped the 1.: that's 
close to "nothing", to what was before the big-bada-boom in the "beyond-our-3d-info-area",
which i will give a name in a second.

3.  Any absorbed information cant ever be really save for someone unless born in 
oneselfes mind, but still find an adoptive-mother by true trust, not implanted integration-
power-collective-trust, and on top: open up the way to logic, the real mother prioritizing 
nature and by that paradise - Nature doesnt do mistakes. You dont go to any of the 
incredible beautiful plants and beings on the flying ball we call Earth and discriminize them
for how they look and what they do, no, we are faszinated and watch them repeat peace.

4. Addition: Logic will always connect to paradoxes. Paradox-principle is the base of our 
third-dimension, the ultimate key.

Now... physics!
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2.0 Paradox-Perfection-Theory-Drawing

This is the original drawing from early 2015!

You may wanna take a short moment to just look at it, think about it - Maybe you
discover how logic solved 1.

Explaining it all on the next pages
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2. Paradox-Perfection-Theory
2.1 Task: Interesting fact about the information-connection "Paradox-Perfection"

Before you even know that PP is the key to all understanding of the third dimension, you 
could wrap your mind around the word-combination itself. 

Did you wrap? Maybe you came to the conclusion that the word "Perfect" itself should 
have been erased from language, since nothing is perfect, not even in fantasy - that can 
create a planed or implanted moment of perception, like of "the perfect lovestory", that 
cant last in fantasy unless time would be erased, stillness created, that would freeze the 
lovestory and by that end it. If the story would be architected to continue for ever, so that 
nobody of the loving ones ages, then the human being experiencing the fantasy can still 
only have a moment of perfection-perception. True perfection could only exist when time 
would end while still everything continues - And that would be _ _ _ _ _ _ _? For me it's 
very interesting that thinking of the logic behind the information "perfection" leads to to 
word that leads to the birth of "perfection". Only these two words combined are perfect. 
Paradox-Perfection even without "labeling" "something" with, is the greatest possible 
information discovery itself, not conincidently the key to everything, the base of the third 
dimension and everything within. So i didnt label it...

2.2 Paradox-Perfection

The PP is the connection-point between two different "worlds" (1.Non Dimension and 2. 
Third Dimension) which paradoxly works perfect to two entirely different law-sets at the 
same time (1. NoD-Laws and 2. 3D-Laws). The Paradox-Perfection logically doesnt exist 
since - out of 3d-perspective - it has got an information killzone that deletes all 3D 
information, which means it should delete itself, yet it "stays" because it's the anker (3D-
Glue) for the space around, that is also existing in the Non-D world that is not existing for 
3D-information-based beeings, only logically with that mentioned mind trick (1.2): 
"understanding not-understanding".

2.3 "PP-Building" (aka "Big-Bada-Boom") out of the Non-D perspective ?

This perspective, in visualisation, can only be made up fiction, since I already explained 
that noone can understand "nothing" or what's "happening" beyond 3D-Information. But 
the 2.0-drawings Non-D-perspectives Part-Dimensions (PD) - which came up in the heat of
a historic exiting moment of a young artist - are still not that super-unrealistic, considering 
"building a globe" and why there are poles and magnetic fields. But even if visualisation of 
that Non-D perspective cant be ever correct, it doesnt matter when we are changing the 
perspective to our Third-Dimension, and by that to unfailable logic.
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2.4 "PP-Building" out of the 3-D perspective = "Bada boom, big bada boom!"...

... if someone is there to absorb Information.

And better bring an extinguisher for nothing but liquid RMatter and RGas in fire. 

Phase1: The liquidness of everything at the "very beginning" (which is relative, since 
nothing could ever start before you were alive), is fundamental important to understand all 
following. 

MPP = Mother Paradox-Perfection  IKZ=Information-Killzone
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2.5 PP-Building Phase 2 - after time: Beginning of RMatter 
MPP= Mother-Paradox-Perfection RMatter=Relative Matter

Rinfinit space-overlay, rinfinity PP's sucking liquid RMatter & RGas to form globes (while
still expand further from MPP)
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3. Laws of the Third Dimension
3.1 Base Laws: 

B01. ...

B02. Information Limitation (Rinfinity): Infinity of Informations are limited to the third-
dimension. Rinfinity (former Infinity) will always have this limit. Infinity from now on has no 
limit and can only be used in sentences about Paradox-Perfection. 

B03. Everything expands and spins

3.2 Main laws:

Law 1. Relativity of everything / Paradox-Perfection = fundament

Law 2. Spectrum of 3D Information (Spec-I) = everything inside the third dimension: 
chemistry+physics, atoms (made of rinfinit parts) and theire various R-connections 
(Matter-Relativity-Theory follows), as well as traveling signals like sound and other waves, 
and of course "light"  (More to Spec-I in Paper 2 - Informationing and IMP)

Law 3. 3D-Information & Interactions are regulated by math-principles (only PP could 
escape), imbedded in...

Law 4. Rinfinit overlay of expanding three dimensional spaces, where information can
travel in scales, while giving RMatter & RGas rinfinit space-anker-points (PPs).This shared
ultra-overlay is not confusing for any information because the "Big-Bada-Boom" created a 
"motherspace" for any informations already there or to be - plus a scaling principle (RPSP)
i will get to soon. The motherspace is like any humans brain shares this mother-dream, 
instead creating entirely seperated dreams (which they kind of still "do", but you know what
I am saying here).

Law 5. Everything in the third dimension is a third dimension. RMatter (even RGas) 
can't form something other than globes. Everything optically "not globe" is made by 
collision and still made of nothing but sctructure of perfect (R)globes! It's absolutely 
impossible "to take 3D-space apart" without creating 3D again. But...

Law 6. Information-adapter (brain) absorbtion-limit: logically there is no limit but the 
base-limit to absorb, yet...

Law 7. Rinfinity Priority Scale Principle changes physics/mathematics/regulation.   
RPSP hides information. Without RPSP every scale (zoom) would crush the scales inside 
by forces/Energy. Everything in the entire Third Dimension would be just a chain of 
neverending destruction (explosions).

Law 8. ?

3.3 special Laws: 

Jay-Law!

Kidding. It's: Lifeforms have acces to special information we call Emotions, which 
have special effects on lifeforms. 

3.4 Gapey-Information:   

Light, Sound, Time (follows)
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4. Matter-Relativity (law 1 specified)
I understood Matter-Relativity in 2014, way before the Paradox-Perfection - Without that: 
PP can never be understood. "Not-existing" is a logical key to the key and shifts to: rather 
understanding space, the "everything" instead of what gathers in this R-space. And after 
law 1+6: Any point of the rinfinit space overlay needs an infinit-force (not  relative =  not 
limited to 3d-limitation) in the center to keep any space together (= PP). Which means: 
imagine the entire Mother-Third-Dimension - that resulted from the Big-Bada-Boom - as 
"space without matter", and every single point of that ultra huge rinfinit space has got its 
own PP in its center - Which makes PP The only thing existing, but "relative" since it is 
working to law 1 of course. If its there or not for an information-adapter (brain) depends on 
the RPSP (follows).

4.1. Matter-surface-disapearing-priciple (MSDP)

~~~~~~~~~~ < This respresents any matters surface, if skin - like someone can lay a hand
on naked swetty round area of someone hyperventilating, saying "good job baby" (No, this 
is just your perverted imagination! This is: a men wearing a tank-top, who just layed down 
the hantle ending a very heavy set, when his boyfriend touches his mighty R-shoulder 
saying "good joob baby!") - , or if you touch a long wooden board, or flat vibrating metal of 
achses, or a cock, beautiful colourful cock-feathers printed on top, any matters-surface has
peaks and lows due to atomic-/molecular-structures and space = nothing is just flat - 
exept of my gags. When you touch for example a seemingly "abolutely flat" polished 
surface of a wooden-table, you WOULD still only "touch" the peaks of the wood-structure. 
But if we would zoom inside: between your hand and that table, even if we'd zoom directly 
to the peak-points you seem to touch, it would show the same priciple of surface on top of 
the peaks ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~, just with even more space between. The peak you thought to 
"touch" will be relatived by the now occured "low-points" you cant touch, relativing the-
already-to -50%-peaks-reduced-peaks to just touching 50% of them, while even your skins
surface now is that much zoomed, that the same principle is occuring there, even reducing
contact further - exponentially. We zoom in again at that "exponentially-reduced-peaks-
surfaces-peaks" you seem to touch: ~     ~ - same principle, way more space between 
structure. Every following zoom will show the same. Logically it's 100% impossible to ever 
touch something - And by that: matter doesnt exist!  And B01 says...?

4.2. But "dont worry"

It's only clearifing what we really are. Because I already mentioned something you 
probably didnt see, because you been too busy still wondering about the hidden implied 
story of me still missing sports, instead of letting the planted information-seeds turn into 
tears at the green-marked point of history, where was prooven by logic - which again is 
highest possible prove -, that we are: free beings, not even traped in a manifested body, as
people often say or write. Our body is not existing, not even atoms ever touch each other 
while connecting. We are free third dimension beings never touching each other, we only 
absorb and feel each other, "touch" our souls!
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5. Mother-PP or Mother-Sun? 
Everything is always spinning around a PP... or sun?! You might wanna take another look 
at my 2.5 drawing "Phase 2 - After time: Beginning of Rmattter on page 11". There is the 
very same principle we know from galaxys having a sun in the center. I couldnt call it sun, 
because no matter what, the center will be the Paradox-Perfection, even if "state of sun" 
sourronding it.

5.1 What is a Sun?

Liquid Relativ-Gas still hot enough for being in the early fire state, even if very r-old. If no 
R-Matter-base is gathered around the IKZ of the Paradox-perfection in the center, any sun 
will one day explode to RGas, then cooling, leaving a "visible Paradox-Perfection",  the 
center of any galaxy and more importantly center to the overlayed bigger space-globe < 
this is the real deal! But yes, the Mother-PP could be at this time sourrounded by a 
HUUUGE HUUUUGE sun. And i am not saying "could be" due to speculation, but because
it's both possible, it's either at the moment a Super-Mother-Sun somewhere still so far 
away that it cant be absorbed, or it is a Super-Mother-Paradox-Perfection after "sun-
explosion" depending on temperature related to its individual scale. It is a PP no matter 
what, if sourrounded by Light (Sun), or not. And logically it must be furthes away since 
everything keeps expanding from the center - Which is interesting to understand even 
more that all we are able so far to absorb of the entire Third dimension is so far either 
under 50% no matter what, since we are a point, the SUPER-Sun/or-PP would be the 
middle point and there is equal space espansion beyond - or, we cannot aborb it ever by 
the Information hiding Rinfinity-Priority-Scale-Priciple, that scales light, ray and 
temperature that would instantly end us, since that MPP is the ultra giant. I am convinced 
its still in sun-state and we are in such a super tiny scale that we are "close" to it. To 
understand that better, imagine a galaxy as an atom, that has got billions of other atoms to
even build a tiny dot of a body, as we have got billions of atoms in ourself. If we would 
zoom into out warm blood-stream it will not have this temperature after a few scales of 
zoom, as well as it wont be even liquid. Without RPSP physics would naturally result into a
chain of rinfinit destruction by magnetic forces and heat. The MPP would simply burn 
everything. We could be even in the super heat of the MPPs outer fire that now 
sourrounds the, for us furthest absorbable space. It's hard for a human brain to understand
rinfinity, ever-ongoing scales: zoom, and zoom, and zoom, and zoom, and zoom, smaller 
or bigger, doesnt matter, zoom, and zoom, and zoom, for ever and ever and ever and ever 
and ever - Of course we can be in some superzoomed part of the ultra suns heat/light-
layer, that for us appears to be the "huge" third dimension with billions and billions of 
galaxys and lightyears of space to "travel". 

So dont expect light to be found outside of your mind. If you want to see more, 
close your eyes.

But dont close them, this is all unimportant! Open them for problems in our reality.

6. Rinfinity-Priority-Scale-Principle (RPSP)
When you would journey to the center of the earth (ignoring pressure and eveything for 
that adventure), you would never reach the real center, because, as you now know: The 1.
law relatives everything, followed by the Law that overlays everything (space) which is only
possible by never having a point to collide with, which is ensured on top by Matter-
relativity: nothing has a touching point or center to ever physically reach, while PP has to 
"exist" in any point of all rinfinit third-dimension spaces.
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What they say "in the center of the earth is a core", is 100% made up, assumed and sadly 
written in countless school-books, while there is really nothing to proof that ever, not even 
logically - At least not without this paper. But even with it, SPECULATION about "what is 
deeper inside the earthes sctructure" (most likely a tiny sun, maybe wouldnt even be 
visible) can only be appropriate as fictional fantasizing of writers, or curious people, but not
as manifested teaching version. "THIS IS HOW IT IS" they say < should be a crime! 

In the earthes for-center (sourrounding the PP) will be LR-Matter-or LR-Gas-Sun, 
depending on which atoms (in early liquid building phase) been sucked toward the PP of 
the related space-center - Thats the furthes speculating I will allow myself and based on 
the following logic: 

6.1. In the globe building phase, aka "the heatphase", where LRMatter was bada-
boomed and then (you gotta really think big now) got sucked back from 360 degree toward
the related space-centers PP, trapping whatever atoms between the LiquidR-Matter and 
the related IKZ, starting to build the globe, there was no escape for the atom-layers that 
been created, no sorting out - Because any PP, in whatever atom, responds the same to 
gravition caused by the bigger PP's gravitation of the globe-to-be. If RGas (which is made 
of atoms which have a PP in its center), or RMatter around: any atom will get sucked back 
to the bigger spaces centered PP with the same speed. This is why inside planets 100% 
logically can be anything like: gas layers, water layers created by the cooling down phase 
(LONG LONG cooling-down-phase), ice, and whatever else to pointlessly speculate, and 
so it created and creates individual planets in size, in composition, but never in shape 
sinze the force from the center (from PP) is always absolutely the same 100% density, 
100% information-delete that would delete itself while paradox-perfectly still existing and 
keeping space together as anker! Thats why planets are so different.

And, during building phase, if there was hot hydro-connection-containing-gas-layer "on 
top" of the furthest sucking-PP-related layer of Liquid-R-Matter, then by cooling down: 
oceans of tears droped! Like you do now! 

Whatever at that time at the further-gravitation-range RGases/-Matters are present, would 
have responded to any "nearby" PP's Gravitation < if stronger (bigger PP). And everything 
appearing to be "just space" (which is never empty), is responding by math principles to a 
"zoomed-in-version of the same globe-building" exponentially at any motherpsaces points 
(rinfinit PP's), while getting still sucked to the layers PP, yet still staying uneffected the 
layers-globes heat or collisionpotential with anything flying nearby. I reapeat: It means 
even "space" between LRmatter-Layers and LR-/Rgas-Layers, will perform the way the 
3D-Laws are defined, but still respond to the gravitation of the Layers related PP without, 
for example in very heat layers, getting affected by layers heat. Rinfinity has to 
PRIORITIZE math principles exponentially in order to ensure rinfinity. 

Anybody understands RPSP??? This is high-end-stuff here, I told you "it will be 
difficult to bring easy to you.

6.2. Okay easier: Imagine traveling a million lightyears away from our planet, to a gigantic 
paradox-perfection, and from this one we travel 10 million lightyears in all 360degree 
directions to create a space around that giant-PP, then imagine around the outer range 
there is a ultra crazy hot layer of Liquid-RMatter half the size of the entire space we 
created (5million lightyears), burning everything, and yet we (planet earth) stay uneffected 
even though we are almost in the center of the heat... 

Admit it, this one WOWed you!
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Because even if my theory about LRMatter- and LRGas-Layers in EARLY-HEAT-PHASE 
would be off, and even if the imagination of the wowed-you-fire-layer above is really super 
off, still the Rinfinity-Priority-Scale-Priciple (RPSP) leaving areas uneffected by 3D-
LAWs to ensure the very same 3D-LAWs for a smaller scaled system, is nothing but 
genius (I mean the nature, the nature is nothing but genius). 

7. Later-building-phase of 3D, but Early-Building-
Phase of Earth an Magnetic-Log-In!
Earth started crying because of very-lucky outer-hydrogen-layers that could cool down, but
something else already happened: Poles been created by the entire RMatters atomic-
energys response to a huge magnetic-fields ring created by the related Galaxies PP in the 
sun-center, Earthy has no choice but to log in on that rinvisible "Ring". It's absolutely 
logged in, no more traveling towards the Suns-PP, but speeding his first rounds round the 
block, while spinning and constantly catching sun [ example for Paper 2 IMP(Information-
Mistake-Prevention): Sun doesnt rise. I will talk about superficial fundament of our use of 
information/language in Paper 2].  

Earth travels it's early rounds, constantly reheating, recooling, always gasing and mixing 
with an even more lucky composition of other RGases that were luckily gathered by the 
planets-PP's gravitation just close enough to the surface, ultimately leading to create an 
atmospheric shield. Rinstantly followed by beings, that were lucky enough to have huge 
early state amounts of clean atomic-Rgas-fuel for even hundred meter high living Carbon-
cell-gatherings - Yes I am talking about Jurrasic Park (while life must have existed long 
before)! Then millions of years traveling around until suddenly... Collision! Almost the end 
of cool-earth by an even cooler earth (ice age) and by that any further incredible life-forms 
to come! But earth made it, because we were meant to be!

I meant us, humanity! Dont bring her up again, I am over her !

8. Addition to 3. Law 8. Letting go Law! 

9. FINAL PIECES - Part 1: 
Space-curve? Whormhole? Trend! Scalejump? Scale-shift (Drug?), Time.

9.1 Space-"curve"?

I havent absorbed many of these "scientific"-videos. There was this one Physicists videos I
watched around 2014, when I wasnt even understanding english good enough to follow. 
But my goal was exactly the opposite: not focussing on anything! I used it as background 
noise, to fall asleep. And not-understanding the language helped me. (More about my life-
long-insomnia at the end, when i will talk about "dream"-reality). So I didnt learn anything 
from that, and didnt knew I could solve all this myself by just starting to really think about it.
And then 2015, there was a single short videoclip I watched, after my extremophile 
evolution kicked in, leading to me never wanting to see another science-video again - And 
I didnt see another, its all off-reality.
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9.1.1 This is what a Professor taught students and by sharing online many many 
million people about gravitation and space curving.

You might wanna take a moment to stare at this elastic fabric, 

curved by rolling balls.

Homless guy disturbs the class: "Yo man! If you make the yellow ball saturn, it's ring will
slice your crazy space-version and the entire third-dimension goes to shit!"

Prof.: "The what goes to the inapropriate word?"
Homie: "63-million brains!"
Prof.: "I think you spend too much time under the free sun my friend! I have to ask you to 
leave or I will call security!".
Homie: "Don't worry... I will leave and continue to be alone for the rest of my life. Thanks 
for calling me your friend, was the best experience I ever had with a system person! But 
can I have your balls please?". 
Prof.: "What? Oh... This is university property!".
Homie: "Damnit! But that's why I came for! Someone said "you gotta have balls to sleep 
out here!". And then he kicked me! It was my home! Now I need balls or can I sleep here? 
I am tired from society and this blue giant condom looks very cosy!"
Prof.: "leave! You dont belong here!".                                                                                    
Student: "Professor, this stranger may deserve a nobelprice! Because he is right!"

Prof: "The only one right here is your mother!".

Alrighty! The end of the conversation is telling us a lot: 

The Professors wife, the mother of his son (the Student) was right! She said, while sitting 
in theire huge villa at a huge diner-table with 10 relative huge but very successful family 
member: "Son, you should become member of the comitee, we have a seat open since 
grandmother Eddisons invention blew up her seat". 

Son: "What invention?" 

Mother: "She integrated a toilett in her seat, which was supposed to open a portal for 
the... you know what". 

Son: "But instead it exploded???".  

Mother: "How can I put this... It was a shitty invention! Pardon!"
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But now the question is:

Did the Prof admit the Homie was right with saying "The only one right here is your 
mother!", which would have supportively-strenghtened her included opinion about theire 
son "being the right one for the job" - which he now proved by his seemingly competence, 
when finally deciding, after minutes of silence and playing with balls, that the distracting 
beautiful Homie was right, while still respecting his parents with saying "he MAY deserve a 
nobelprice", letting the final judgement open to them - or did the Professor try to get rid of 
his son as his student?

We will never know, because not many people are really aware of what they are 
saying... or doing.

At least we now know what we already knew since all in this paper: 

Space doesnt curve ever, it's made up!
9.1.2 The only area the infinit-overlaying-space could "behave" different as just being
overlaying-space, is the Information-KIllzone (IKZ), which is killing information toward 
no-"behavior"-at-all, because something can only "behave" when affected by laws of the 
3D, and after IKZ is Paradox-Perfection.

9.1.3 "Space-curve" would not even be possible at the edge of the rexpanding 
Mother-3D, like for example: when a fictious artificial force directed by man would try to 
push the Mother-spaceglobes-edge beyond globe-form, then "on the other side of the 
edge" would be NON-D nothing can curve into and the force would just vanish because: 
the force, as crazy advantages in this fantasy as it could get, would still also be 3D-
Information. That means, if the mother dimension would really expand, then at the edge 
would be an information-killzone as well, but it never started to expand because of the real
the base-law B01 i left open to reduce confusion: Nothing exists! (but humanity can and 
will alternatively build on "everything is Relativ"). From our perspective every space is 
expanding. From the Non-D-perspective (one can only "have" with the mind trick 
"understanding not-understanding") nothing happens - There is "just" a Paradox-
Perfection! That's why it's called like that, because it's the only "thing" that can perform to 
the laws of both "worlds" at the same time in perfection.

9.1.4 Even the appearance of "curve" by magnetic-fields respond to the former 
explained Rinfinity-Priority-Scale-Priciple (RPSP). The RPSP makes sure that even 
when we push two superstrong giant magnets towards the same pole, with sure hell of a 
power to get them together, but we succeed and they touch - because we pretent not 
knowing by now that nothing ever touches -, then RPSP still ensures another scale to work
uneffected in between that appearingly closed space. Trust me, the magnetic forces a-
trillion-times-bigger Galaxys around us create, would crush us instantly, if we werent saved
from that by RPSP, while there centers (PP), gravitation(s) might still influence our scale - 
but this is speculation - i dont like. I cant understand this: understanding scales is 
impossible, it's an rinfinit exponential multiplier to rinfinity, while on top we cant even 
absorb most scales because they are hidden information by small-and-huge-sizes-we-
cant-even-begin to-imagine... Anyone following? Gapey! 

9.1.4.1  It's very important to differenciate between artificial-man-made-magnets and
gravitational-magnetic-fields, that are always part of Galaxy-systems. So man playing 
around and trying to recreate a version of Reality not understood in the first place with 
magnets, or whatever, atomic-nescar, will never create these 3D-system-related-forces.
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9.2. Whormholes ("Trend") VS Scalejump!

This is Trend, you can find him in the Ingopedia politics room, he is the longest an most 
stable member. But he is also stucking in science. 

9.2.1 But what in the heyl is Scalejump? 

In a super-duper science-hardcore-fiction fantasy - still not close to whormhole-fiction-level
- man could maybe somehow jump from scale to scale, which would mean for example: 
Mankind inside a spaceship would not move, nothing would grow or become smaller, but 
the information-pool around would swap from one to another scale and now hide the scale 
mankind were living before. So the scale changed and earth would be for example 10 
million lightyears "away" while still at the same place where the spaceship would be at, just
not absorbable/messurable, now at a super-small-scale (while nothing changed size). Of 
course it would be a super lucky attempt with a risk to be instantly burned by a sun of the 
now new scale, a sun we were kind of living in before in our scale but couldnt see or 
messure any data about, because scales have "hidden"-information and save our 
existence.

9.2.2 Freeby for science-fiction writer: "Scalejumper".

Should i add "Scalejumper" to VIMOSA News&Infos room "All my free offers", 
where i offer also book-ideas? For now i am too busy to work this idea out, but 
sometimes a titel is enough, at least for me, that's mostly how it starts. If you go 
with "Scalejumper" you have to invent something logical to jump scales - You will 
fail. But did i fail?                                          

Do you still underestimate me? Scalejump is impossible, only i have partly access to 
hidden information with mindtricks - which is good, we could not exist a second if we had 
physical access: everything would explode in a bigger explosion than the big-bada-boom 
because the bada-boom went down under the laws of the third dimension, which is super 
interesting because: in comparision to impossible-scale-bada-boom, the first so called "big
bang" was a sweet tiny dimension-collaboration-"pewpew" exactly because of RPSP that 
made sure not much happened in small scales where it cooled down and build life within 
the first "second" of the ultra-super-fire-liquid phase that lasts millions of years out of our 
perspective toward the Mother-PPs space. Out of the tiny scale-perspective with our time-
perspective: the big-bada-boom could have started a second ago, a second we call 13 
billion years. Is anybody understanding anything here at all now? 

9.2.3 This is time! Scale-shift (Drug)? And a Giant!

We are time (any species), without time wouldnt exist, and human stucks in ONE version 
of one-scale while a fly can move its wings within a day more often then a human being 
can lie over a lifetime, which is rimpossible, nothing happens more often than the lying. 
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But since i understand scales i of course can leave our scale partly to brain-given close 
scale(s), which is mindnormalizing enough (mindblowing now mindnormalizing) - I think
i write about Scale-Shift in "Evolution - Imperfect" out of the emotional perspective, not 
sure, but i remember copy-pasting the giant-scene into my second document to write 
another scene first, after which i might followed the concept of Evo-Imperfect and jumped 
to the next event "back to bed", since the now selected scene did the job of what i wanted 
to tell as well. So open your eyes and heart for giant Ingo and inform me if you find 
him. There is a huge difference between feeling like a giant and actually BEing a giant by 
scientific scale-shift initiated by intelligence and understanding reality. I come to these 
experiences by learning, evolving, always save inside my head since its reality, even 
without scale. So i dont drug myself, i use it for good causes to do more then just theorize 
and write down the new fundamental-base which will help humanity on many levels toward
life in a society as written on page 3 "my dream of society". The next love and peace 
phase in evolution has to take place without drugs, because look at the last drug-phase 
and where we are standing now!? All the woodstock guys today smartphoners as well, the 
rest died ignoring all they stood for, watching the world around them turn into this robotic 
and psychological hell i cant even begin to describe - Wait i can and i will begin to end, in 
Paper (3) - Evolution Blocker. Unblock, move on, unity is the only drug we need. 

This paper turns into IMPORTANT information by itself... It's close to end. Let's 
bring in more light!

10. FINAL PIECES - Part 2
Light Labyrinth-Theorie, Sound, 4+Dimensions? And no, I will not speculate about 
where the 3D-laws come from but instead I will bring up God.

10.1. Labyrinth-Theorie (LT) - (Light Theory) 

Fasten your seatbelts (again!) - I know you interrupted running around trying to feel like a 
giant! :D

I understood light way after i undertood the Paradox-Perfection or anything, 
because it's too gapey! 

10.1.1 Story how i got to think about light 

1 year ago, in february 2019 i was in the process of writing a book called "The Ironwood 
Clinic" which, when translated, will be the greatest thriller you can possibly ever read. It 
was my 11th-book and i found myself screaming of the amounts of endorphines provided 
by all i brought down to "paper" - i didnt arrive at mount everest of writings peak, i grew 
wings and flew away. I was living in serverest pain at that time by my health situation, yet 
the chapters, the ongoing thrill, one chapter more intense then the other, now combined 
with fundamental reality i worked out in my mind since 2015 yet never started to write 
down up to to today, this was my grown up masterpiece - written in german advanced 
language and totally different than my following first english book Evolution-Imperfect, 
where i returned back down to the everests art way down and felt grounded and happy 
about it, because its a trick in evolution: change language, "start over", keep it simple 
"imperfect". However, during that time i thought alot around all sorts of scenes and science
and i now could not longer avoid thinking about good-old-gapey light. So i started seeing 
clearly by closing my eyes and and hit all the empty gaps of understanding until i was 
suddenly driven to draw a box - I now here chose to be a globe...
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10.1.2. The LTs "Respect"-Experiment (for the mind or get pencil and paper)

Imagine or draw: A globe, inside = total "darkness" (in brackets for a reason but for now 
it's just the old total darkness). There is a little box attached on the outside globe that can 
generate an electrical signal and send it through a tiny hole inside the globe. Let's call the 
signal "RPSP-Contrast-Communicator", aka "Respect" (because "RPSPCC" sounds like 
the song "R.E.S.P.E.C.T"). So "Respect" is supposed to fly straight through the globe from 
the entry spot to the opposite side where it could just fly to or be absorbed by technology 
lenses without brains. 

Now we add inside the globe an eye connected to a brain at a random position - I 
REPEAT: "CONNECTED TO A BRAIN!" - super ultra important to understand light, since 
no "eye-technology" is connected to a brain (remember "man trying to recreate reality"?). 
Because every Information not created by nature, everything not live absorbed, are 
recreated-fake-information-copys bound to limited man-made-inventions and made up 
"science", never the orginal sended information, which are absolutely different. Man is 
trying to understand the limited-fake-copy he always creates). Now "Respect" would be 
absorbed by the eye+brain while flying straight, so "Respect" miraculously doubled? When
i drew this, i suddenly found myself in a small village of 5000, people sitting inside my 
teenanger room, age of 18, playing a computer game, never going to school, while the 
television - i sadly grew up with running all day long -, was running all day long, sending an
episode of "Big Bang Theory". I was sitting with my back turned to it, never payed 
attention, it was just background noise not to feel so lonely. 

12 years later, 2019, i remembered that moment hearing they say something i didnt listen 
to back then "Doubler Effect!". Yet until today I still dont know what they meant with that 
since i didnt research it ever - i hate that kind of research, especially about "science". So i  
had a discovery that digged up a subcionsciously absorbed information of a scientific-
based-nerd-series, my brain now created a connection to. And since it seemed a cool 
connection, i wanted it to be real, so i suddenly shouted out "OMG!" from rush of 
endorphines of how much my brain ruled again, because... remember the stair to a shiney 
door of "how is logic defined?". Now this doubling effect, whoever might discovered it, that 
is the second step, and "Who wouldnt walk further into the light?" - how great that we are 
even talking about light in this case. So i walked inside and it blew me away, for a second, 
then i continued writing and was way more blown away by "The Ironwood Clinic" where i 
didnt use my new knowledge at all. But at least i took the time to research properly! Of 
course i gave the Effect i discovered the proper name, sure not Doubler-Effect aka the 
second-step-name which i dont publish for now to let you try walk a little bit higher up the 
stairs.

Now you know that the experiment just started at that point when other people get prices, 
plus I gave you a way too big hint: LABYRINTH THEORY. 

Now take your time. If you dont get entirely enlightened you can try again with the 
following hints, but dont read them for now.

Hints: build the Labyrinth in your mind or on paper, then add more... (hint: rinfinit space-
overlay, rinfinit PP)... The labyrinth looked good in my original box-drawing but it will work 
with the globe the same.
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10.2. Four and more Dimensions? Time as Dimension?
Come on! You got this! 

Just in case not: "Everything inside the 3d is 3d" Any other dimension "outside" would not
be 3-4-5-6-whatever-dimension, because it can only be             and it's primitive to 
speculate about Non-D variations. So if there is any other Dimension it's Non-D that is not 
existing for us but by mind-trick-logic taught by Paradox-Perfection.

10.3. Time = Dimension?

Time is not a dimension as we already know, since base law B01 of the third dimension 
"Nothing exists", so time doesnt exist in the first place and on top everything in the third 
dimension is a third dimension, gapey-information included, nothing can escape that, and 
on top Rinfinity-Priority-Scale-Priciple changes everything time seemed to be, as you now 
know: scales can make our 13 billions years to a second.

10.4. What is Sound? 
In one word: 

Love
In physics:

"The-Gapey-(Brain)-Effect"
We have to skip this, it's too gapey and it was already perfectly described with one word. I 
only want to add that: there is a big difference in sound-science and sound-production-
science.

10.4.1. For all the def people, i got good and bad news. 

The  good news are actually news of a level-of-beatyness i cant form into human words, i 
can try but i would need to add right here entirely new signs and new letters which would 
have to be a visual experience unable for the brain to associate with anything ever seen: I 
am talking about hidden sound-information, kind of like from the scalings hiding, but cant 
be compared. What i am saying here: sound can be created in the brain, that you cant 
imagine, as real as in reality, just undescribable, beyond all we can experience here, not 
even on drugs you could hear what you can only hear when you are logged into reality... 
the only way to get there in the brain without risking your life - so that's the bad-news for 
anybody who doesnt write fundamental reality. You can try, you will never get there by a 
100% gurantee. If you would have the intelligence, you would also save humanity with me 
and we would be family, because you would be another soul... You have all souls, but 
actually living as a soul is different. A soul does not stop to suffer a single second unless 
reaching what a soul needs -  freedom for ALL OF US, far from selfishness. Freedom for 
myself is primitive, waste of time, selfish. We are here in the third dimension i described 
you now with science but there is that other world that is a drug - Which i naturally dont 
use eversince the first scientific landings to learn, because i chose responsibility, i chose 
suffering over drug - for all of you. I suffer for you and keep myself the weakest strongest 
person, while i actually could just escape here every day and listen to sounds you will 
luckily never hear - Fadesciousness would end your life and your heartbeat. If you can 
shoot heroin and get back to reality without ever touching it again, then you are strong and
still not prepared for a drug you dont have to shoot, just enter for free at any time you like...

I would have that heroin till my last days of a short but timeless life, until i cant escape the 
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process of metabolisation chainreaction and lacking nutrients starting to destroy my body, 
because i stoped caring about the hard fight to keep my cronical chainreaction at the point 
i fought years for to get to - never a second relieved of horror - I am a prisoner in my body, 
never in my mind! And most live the other way around, not appreciating having 
metabolisation ballance, food, and drugging anything to be fitter and feel better and less 
pain on top. 

Sound just makes sense to all of this horrible lifelong terror experience with human: I look 
in the past i see nightmares, i look in the present i feel its even worse, on a new 
spychological way, especially eversince truth became consume, the powerful are more 
untouchable, can do whatever they want, there is no right and wrong, anything is right 
when its presented by a straight face, while the masses are more respectless and ignorant
to each other than ever before and if i look in the future i honestly see: me - sourrounded 
by you. And maybe we will hear entirely new sound even i cant imagine now, a sound of 
unity that will go out into the third dimension as a message and takes all the fears of any 
species who actually could visit us by theire evolved technology - which i could totally 
never develope -, because they would be save: there would be no stronger- or weaker 
species, we would be of course equal and feel the same about survival and supporting 
each other, create energy and shelter systems for weather-challanges, for the rising 
oceans, for meteors, and also into the small-direction for micro-technology to cure us from 
all the little dangers for our healthes. We, the two species would grow healthy food, share, 
protect our world(s), we would relax and we would not tollerate any being that doesnt 
support that peace in reality, not only in word (as actual happening: all the contradiction to 
R E  A L I T Y), we would be absolutely radical about beings among us contradictingly 
using words to stay in power: any being has to live up to word in full or are free to be a 
quiet powerless part who can enjoy consuming paradise, but never in any position, never 
any power anywhere, not the slidest bit. Any person taking peace would be killed with joy, 
we would celebrate taking those out of society. Someone has one chance, be human or be
the virus that destroys your sourrounding and we would of course kill that virus as we do 
with any in our bodys - i never heard anybody feel any regret about "murdering" a virus! It's
happyness when the goddamned murder inside the body-system is gone and life can go 
on. Any being part of society would grow up knowing the instant consequence, gamble 
with it and you will see - It will be: appreciate paradise or die. 

Death of evil viruses would be good for society but never talked about, instantly forgotten: 
no fame!  

While death in general would become a day to celebrate. Death we, the less evolved 
species only feel so intense because most people lose literally everything because we are 
not a unity, all alone with just 1-2 in lucky cases 3 family-people. losing one of them means
losing a huge part of life and safety. If we all are a big family, then we have a stable web of
life in our brains making all of us the super third dimension souls capable of anything!

Thank you!
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My Idols:
 non-human:

1. Scooby (~6000 km, Rip)

1. Scoobine (~2500 km tbc)

1. WORLDYYYYYY! (~2km)

human:

1. Martin Drysch (Worker, Sportsman)
2. Wilko Grüning (Cloudy) (Pro Skater, Musician - RIP) 

3 Alexander Bäder (Skater)

4. Marianne Weber 

(My Landlord, without her i would have never made it, living under her roof for 9 years!)

5. Dr. Till Arnold

(Saved my life, only doctor didnt pathalogize me, found parasites in mid 2015 after i
starved 6 months)

5. Ruediger Kuss  

(Ex heroin-addict today founder of help orginsation for addicts and that-one-homeless-not-
fitting-nowhere-system-failure-not-on-drugs)

6. James Eugeune Carrey (Genius, Evolver)

7. Jennifer Lawrence (Cares and acts)

8. Elissa Steamer 

(Pro Skater, greatest sportswomen on planet just nobody knows:

 putting out skatepart at age 42 ??! I cried!)

9. Mark Fröhlich 

(Pro Skater, should have been skater of the year 2019! His skateparts represent
Skateboarding more then anything out there).

10. All the Homelesses

 (The only people i am not afraid of! THANK YOU! I will try to get more help for you!)

10. Everyone who was ever unconditionally good to me, i love you forever!

11. Everyone supporting me and my art.

And that one person still causing me to start to cry when i am unable to

write that list without thinking of mentioning her (Unprivileged, strong).
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My last whish:

Keep VIMOSA alive when i am gone, at the state it then
is, forever, never change, it will be an everlasting vaccine.
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